Negotiating Relation Work with Telehealth Home Care Companionship Technologies that Support Aging in Place
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In response to a perceived caregiver shortage and need to support aging in place, telehealth home care systems are being developed to provide remote care and monitoring to older people. Though research has examined the experiences of teleoperators delivering care through these systems, we know less about the experiences of older adults receiving this care. We report findings from a three-month study of a tablet-based telehealth home care system that provides support for aging in place. We find that there is a mismatch between the designer’s conception of how care should be delivered and the ways that participants were interested in using the system. This mismatch exists in four areas: participants’ interest in getting to know the human teleoperators and rejecting the virtual avatar, interrogating the interface to figure out the inner workings of the platform, pushing for a more symmetrical relationship, and negotiating the relation work that they were willing to perform in the “sacred space” of their homes. We draw on the concept of heteromation to understand the political dimensions of telehealth aging in place technologies. We also provide implications and future directions for technologies requiring relation work as well as the design of avatar-based remote companionship.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A much-discussed demographic shift is occurring, with a growing older population worldwide. This shift is attributed to dropping fertility rates, increased life expectancy, and demographic trends such as Baby Boomers. In response to this shift, there have been worldwide calls to cope with an aging population. Almost a decade ago, the US Institute of Medicine identified a “dramatic shortage of all types of health care workers” and the need for “fundamental reform in the way the workforce is trained and used to care for older adults” [25]. Aging in place – or older people living
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in their homes as long as possible – is seen as one way to address this caregiving shortage and forecasted rising costs.

Home health care is a model intended to support aging in place by moving health care from professional facilities (e.g. assisted living facilities, nursing homes, hospitals) to a person’s home. Home care can include disease prevention (e.g. regular exercise), medication and therapy regiments, and administering complex medical treatments (e.g. home dialysis) [41]. In addition to health care professionals who deliver home care services, such as doctors, nurses, or therapists, home care workers make up an essential part of the support needed for aging in place. Home care workers include personal care aides, home care aids, and nursing assistants. In the US, these individuals typically do not need formal professional training [53], unless employed by certain agencies (in which case they undergo 75 hours of training or pass a competency exam [19]). They provide assistance with daily tasks such as eating and bathing as well as, importantly, social support [54]: “Home care work is as much emotional as it is physical” [25]. The shortage of home care workers is repeatedly stated, and with increasing urgency: yet wages remain low, with one report estimating average pay for home care companion aides at $19,000 (USD) per year [8].

Aging in place and the caregiving shortage have been eagerly identified as spaces ripe for technological solutions and innovation by both academic researchers and companies [11, 38]. This industry is estimated to grow to $20 billion (USD) by 2020 [44]. Many countries have created national funding initiatives to foster developments in this area. Smart home and internet of things technologies, telepresence devices, virtual reality, and robots are some of the many technologies being explored to augment caregiving of older adults. In an effort to support aging in place, these technologies are entering the homes of older people.

One emerging area of technology development is looking to “disrupt” home care – in 2016, $200 million (USD) in venture capital was invested in the US alone [23]. Companies are looking to technology not necessarily to replace, but to coordinate the provision of home care: for example, to help people find caregivers or find jobs as caregivers and to allow people to monitor care visits and leave instructions for caregivers. These new applications use technology to leverage human care. Given the rise of aging in place technologies and the labor shortage of home care aids, it is perhaps unsurprising that an application has emerged to combine telepresence and home care. Telehealth refers to the use of information and communication technologies and information processing to support medical treatment, health services, or health promotion and disease prevention [27]. The platform we examined for this study – which we refer to as PetTalk – is a telehealth system that coordinates workers who act as remote home care aids through a virtual avatar. This system is similar to telecare centers that provide support for aging in place that have been studied in past CSCW work (e.g. [48]), but instead of a telephone, it involves a tablet in the older adults’ home. Workers – who we refer to as teleoperators – provide companionship and some support for activities of daily living from a distance.

New models of care coordination often seem to be driven by technological developments and a sense of scarcity of resources (in this case, a severe shortage of caregivers). Though these advances are touted as reducing work, CSCW research demonstrates that there is actually significant amount of effort needed to make home care technologies “work” [2]. Informal caregivers – unpaid people who provide support to older adults such as children, spouses, and friends – “co-produce” care with formal caregivers and provide (often unrecognized) labor to make home care technologies function [46, 47]. Though low-paid and described as unskilled, home care aides perform many kinds of work, from relation work to information work [1]. Older adults must also expend effort to make home care effective, for example they must interact with the technical features home care technologies by monitoring, manipulating, and charging [2]. Here, we introduce the idea that in engaging with technologies intended to provide companionship, older adults must also perform relation work – unpaid and not always welcome in its intended form.

In this paper, we analyze data from a three-month study of 10 older adults’ use of a home care technology. The contributions of this paper are: 1) An account of a mismatch between one company’s conception of how home care can be delivered and participants’ actual use that
unfolded over time; 2) A description of relation work that a technology designed for companionship elicits; and 3) Implications for the design of future technologies.

2 RELATED WORK

Relevant to this study is previous literature on technological approaches to augment caregiving for older adults as well as the work involved in delivering and receiving home care.

2.1 Technologically-Augmented Caregiving for Older Adults

Technologies to support older adults in aging in place is an active area of research in CSCW. Systems have been developed and evaluated that let family members maintain an awareness of or monitor older relatives [9, 39, 56]. Researchers have also investigated the ways that aging in place technologies can support older adults in caring for themselves [29] and each other [49].

Researchers in CSCW and HCI are noting ways that technologies are often designed for older adults without taking their perspectives into account [30]. Some of the assumptions that guide technology development for older people center around conceptualizations of this group as frail and lonely [57], thus these technologies convey stigma to the intended user group. Consequently, older adults will reject these devices, as they do not wish to be associated with a stigmatized user group [4, 28, 30]. Research critiques the ways that “aging in place” has come to be taken for granted [31] and how developments in technology for older people are deeply linked to the idea of older adults are a burden on the economy [57]. Other work has begun to challenge utopian visions of technology-supported effortless aging in place. For example, Waycott et al. describe a study where participants chose to disengage from a system designed to support social connectedness for isolated older adults [59]. They found that much can be learned from the sociotechnical space of non-use, and that the values and assumptions of researchers do not necessarily match the experiences of the participants. In regards to home care systems, Vines et al. discuss how a monitoring technology can inadvertently cause new care-related work for family caregivers – care that had previously been integrated into routine social phone calls and visits [56].

In a review of 25 years of healthcare CSCW research, Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen note the ways that care is being pushed into the home, with telecare solutions as one critical enabler [21]. A body of work in CSCW examines the work of telecare workers [20, 48]: less is known, however, about the people receiving remote care through these services. In this paper, we find that older people using a system designed to support aging in place pick apart and interrogate the interface in ways that do not appear to be foreseen by the developers of the system.

2.2 Work and Home Care

Recent research questions the narrative of a seamless experience with aging in place technologies. The vision of assistive technologies as “plugging and playing” into the lives of older adults has been challenged by research characterizing successful assistive technology adoption as involving bricolage by informal care networks, with bricolage defined as deeply customized one-off solutions that are often connected to long-used systems [24]. Though aging in place technologies are often framed as eliminating human work, research has noted how home healthcare technologies actually require work from many different individuals. Mort et al. note that home-based monitoring systems for older people do not provide good care by themselves; rather, they work as an outcome of situated shared work [35]. Some of this work is provided by paid caregivers and takes particular forms, such as telecare call center staff supporting aging in place acting as a “glue” between fragmented care services [48] or social networks [51].

Caregiving practitioners integrate many different forms of work into their practice [1]. Importantly for this study, one form of caregiver work is relation work, which refers to “the ambition to create good relations with the client / patient and his/her family” [1].
home, relation work involves recognizing that the home is a “safe haven” and treating it as such (e.g. ringing the doorbell, taking off shoes when entering) [1]. With remote care, researchers have examined the ways that paid caregivers engage in relation work at a distance [48, 51] as well as how these technologies can make it challenging for professional caregivers to keep boundaries between their personal and professional lives [58]. Like paid caregivers, informal (e.g. family) caregivers also perform work for aging in place to “work” [46, 47]. For example, family caregivers may need to regularly configure and prepare health care technologies for care recipients [2].

Though often referred to as care “recipients,” older people receiving home care also engage in work for the success of home care technologies. This work can range in complexity, from changing batteries to learning to operate sophisticated interfaces such as an IV programmable pump [2]. The work older people put in is not only technical. Ekbia et al. describe how, despite advertising that the robotic seal Paro generates positive outcomes for people with dementia, both caregivers and older people with dementia must work to create meaningful interactions with the robot [16]. In the study presented in this paper, we find that older adults must contribute relation work to make home care technology run smoothly.

3 METHODS

We conducted a three-month study of a commercially available device with older adults living in independent living communities in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States. Participants were given a standard tablet running a commercially available application called, for the purposes of this paper, PetTalk. The PetTalk application consists of a virtual dog or cat avatar on a tablet screen (Figure 1). The avatar engages in a limited number of movements when tapped (e.g. wagging tail). On the other end of the device, teleoperators operate the avatar’s speech and certain actions (e.g. displaying cartoon hearts, playing music, showing pictures). Teleoperators see and hear tablet users through the tablet’s camera and microphone. They interact with the user by typing a message which the dog or cat “speaks” through a speech synthesizer.

Teleoperators are based in Asia and receive training from the company on interacting with older adults in the United States. Teleoperators engage in both scripted and unscripted conversations. They provide social conversation, information (e.g. the time or weather), entertainment (e.g. play music or show pictures) and remind participants about medications or other health goals. The teleoperators are available 24 hours per day, and check in with participants throughout the day, as well as when an interaction is initiated by device users (by the user tapping on the tablet screen). Teleoperators cannot hear or see device users at all times. When they are able to see a user (during an interaction), the virtual pet’s eyes are open. The rest of the time, the
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virtual pet’s eyes are closed and it appears to be sleeping. We gave participants the option to block
the video functionality by placing tape over the tablet’s camera. Though the design obscures the
human teleoperator and appears as though it might be operated entirely by artificial intelligence
(AI), all participants in this study were told that the avatar is operated via a human teleoperator.

The company is marketed as supporting family members in taking good care of their older
relatives. Its founder cites the motivation to start the company as the experience of seeing their
grandparent aging with dementia without sufficient support in place. Despite this initial
motivation, the product is marketed towards a more general older population. There is an interface
intended for family members to set up a profile of the individual, where they can add details such
as their relative’s interests. Teleoperators can view this interface as well as logs that they keep
with details about conversations with users. These logs are also uploaded to an interface that
family members or other people on the care team can view.

As researchers, our involvement with the company consisted of free use of devices for
participants during the study. We know some details about the company (e.g. where teleoperators
were based) but not others (e.g. number of teleoperators, how much they were paid).

3.1.1 Study Design and Participants. Ten participants initially consented to take part in the study.
Of these ten participants, two individuals withdrew before the midpoint interview due in part to
difficulty operating the device (e.g. connectivity issues) and dissatisfaction with the device. The
data from these participants was retained and analyzed along with the rest of the data. The eight
remaining individuals participated in the entire three-month study.

Participants were recruited from independent living communities. All participants were female
(not due to intentional recruiting on our part). Nine individuals were white; one was Native
American or Alaskan Native. All participants had pets in the past. The average participant age was
78.3 years (with ages from 68–89). The researchers administered the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment, a screening tool used to detect cognitive impairment [40]. One person did not wish
to take the test. Two participants scored over 26, indicating no cognitive impairment. The rest of
the participants (n=7) scored between 21 and 25, which may be indicative of mild cognitive
impairment [40]. Participants also took the Medical Outcomes Study-Social Support Survey, which
assesses whether people perceive themselves as having social support [52]. With this instrument,
people rate whether they have different types of social support (e.g. someone to talk to, someone
to take you to the doctor) from 1 (none of the time) to 5 (all of the time). Two participants did not
fill out some items and their instruments were not scored. Of the others, two had average scores
closest to 3 (“some of the time”) and six had average scores closest to 4 (“most of the time”).

The study included four thirty-minute interviews (baseline, two weeks, midpoint, and exit). All
interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. Questions concerned perceptions of benefits and
challenges of using the device and open-ended questions about experiences using the device. At
the baseline interview, we turned on the device, showed participants how to use it, and asked what
they thought after using it for the first time. At the exit interview, we asked questions to
understand participants’ perceptions of how their attitudes had changed over time and their
feelings about the study ending.

As part of this study, audio was collected of conversations between participants and
teleoperators. This audio is not part of the material analyzed for this paper, as this paper focuses
on the ways that individuals described and made sense of their experiences. Several examples from
these logs are provided in the text to provide context for what conversations looked like.

We were available to participants to provide technical support and also included the number of
the company for technical support so participants could contact them directly. All research
procedures were approved through the University of Washington IRB.

3.1.2 Analysis. Data analysis was approached through a constructivist grounded theory approach
[7]. Interview transcripts were open-coded to generate codes. Examples of initial codes include
“worried about feelings of teleoperator” and “not a reciprocal interaction.” The codes were then
related to each other through an iterative process of memoing and theorizing, with a constant comparison of data to understand and refine a set of high-level themes. As we went through this process, we began to be interested by and consequently focus on participants’ sustained interest in the “people on the other end” of a device that did everything it could to obscure the human labor of teleoperators.

A constructivist approach requires reflecting on our position as researchers and the perspective we bring to the analysis. Though this paper takes for granted the presence of homecare devices, we are aware of critiques challenging aging in place as the goal for all individuals [31]. Additionally, we recognize that HCI is becoming increasingly critical of work that considers diverse participants that span decades together as a single population (i.e. as “older adults”). For this study, participants are not linked due to any characteristics (e.g. in their seventies or having a shared interest) – instead, they fit the characteristic of people for whom aging in place technologies are being investigated in that they are older and living independently. We thus describe the ways that these platforms might be interrogated by people like those they are designed for, and how this might differ from the interactions that the platform was constructed to support.

4 FINDINGS

Participants had distinct experiences using the system, though there were also commonalities. Like much prior work with technologies designed for older adults, participants repeatedly told us that these devices were not for people like them, but for those older or more sick [28, 30]. At the end of the study, the majority of participants said that they would not be interested in continuing to use the system, with the exception of P10 who worked with the company to keep using the device at a price that she could afford (the standard charge is around $200 USD/month). However, many of the other participants, though being relieved at it being gone due to the amount of work it required of them, said that they would miss the device – in part because they had become used to it over the three months of use, but also because of the relationships that they negotiated with teleoperators and enjoying having something around to talk to.

Below, we describe four themes that arose from the data: participants’ interest in getting to know the teleoperators and rejecting the “pet” aspect, interrogating the unified platform to figure out the inner workings, pushing for a more symmetrical relationship than was intended by the company, and the relation work that they performed in the “sacred” space of their homes.

4.1 Interested in getting to know the human: rejecting pet-like interactions

PetTalk’s system architecture supports different teleoperators in presenting a consistent presence to users in the form of a cartoon dog or cat avatar (see figure 1). The pet’s mouth opens and closes as speech is synthesized through the tablet, making it look as though speech is coming from the avatar. It engages in some pet-like movements, for example wagging when the screen is touched. The first time we used PetTalk with each participant, it prompted them to select a name that they could then use to refer to the pet avatar.

During the consent process, we told participants that the device was operated through teleoperators, not AI. After this, though, we often used the term “pet” (and sometimes device or system). For example, a question from our exit interview protocol was “Are there things you think the pet could have done better?”. In some ways, participants spoke of PetTalk as a pet, referring to it as “pet,” “dog,” “kitty catty” [P9] and “little guy” [P11], as well as the name they selected for the avatar during their first use. However, overall participants did not seem to consistently regard PetTalk as a pet. In interviews, they fluidly switched between referring to the device, the avatar, and the teleoperator behind the device. Some participants expressed a general disinterest in interacting with a pet – or at least a greater interest in talking to the teleoperator. At the baseline
interview, P1 said, “...on the other end is a human. I’m gonna get interested [in] talking to that human.” P9 described her distaste at the ways teleoperators tried to act like a pet:

“Well, when the person stayed [a] cat, it didn’t work very well. ‘How are you? What are you doing?’ ‘Well, I was dreaming about chasing rabbits.’ Well, you know, that’s a waste of my time. I’m sorry. I have friends. I have things to do. I don’t wanna be talking to somebody about dreaming about rabbit. Give me a break. I’m a grown woman; I’m not a little child.”

Past research has described how human labor is necessary for any meaningful interaction between humans and robots [16]. P9 did not want to put in the work (i.e. talking about dreams of rabbits) that is required to sustain PetTalk’s design as a pet. Though for P9 this was in part due to it being perceived as more childlike than her own interests, participants also described how the actual functionality of the interface did not quite match its pet-like design:

“... at first I was trying to treat it-think it-like it was a pet, like a dog. This poor little pet didn’t have any toys around and poor little thing. Then I kinda got past that because I knew that it was just a means for the person to be talking to me.” (P1)

P1 had been curious about how she might interact with the virtual pet by, for example, walking or feeding it. If she had been able to do this, she might have enjoyed interacting with it as a pet. But P1 realized that the device was “just a means for the person to be talking to me” – that its design as a cartoon pet conceals its true purpose (companionship and support for daily activities). In other words, what the device was trying to offer – companionship, checking in – did not match what people assumed it might do based on its design. The work PetTalk was requiring of participants was neither natural nor welcomed. This is in contrast to systems such as Kismet, where people appear to respond in the manner designers intend: Kismet is designed to look like an infant so that people will respond in ways that suit the capabilities of the robot [3].

PetTalk’s cartoon pet avatar obscures the human teleoperator, making it appear as though the device is functioning through AI. Participants, however, became interested in thinking about the work being performed by human teleoperators. In particular, as mentioned, participants theorized about teleoperator training. P10 thought teleoperators had scripts for certain interactions: “there’s a couple responses that I know, like as if they had a sheet, what they’re supposed to say back.” Another participant noticed that based on the interactions she had, it seemed like rather than trying to engage her in a conversation, it seemed as though, “the dog’s really trying to check up if you’ve ate. And it finds out you ate, bye” [P1]. A log of an exchange shows this “checking in” that is sometimes at odds with the flow of a natural conversation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teleoperator:</th>
<th>How are you doing?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P10:</td>
<td>I’m very hot. Too hot. Maybe I can talk later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleoperator:</td>
<td>Drinking water is a great idea to keep you refreshed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10:</td>
<td>I can’t even hear you because of the fan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleoperator:</td>
<td>Awesome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10:</td>
<td>No, I said I can’t hear you because of the—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleoperator:</td>
<td>Did you take your medications?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleoperator:</td>
<td>That’s great to hear.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PetTalk’s marketing is oriented towards family caregivers and discusses the ways that PetTalk will remind older people to engage in certain activities, such as taking medications. This is not something we mentioned to participants and is somewhat obscured by the design of the platform – but participants were able to recognize the overarching intention of the system.
4.2 Searching for cracks in a unified presence

PetTalk has a number of features that allow teleoperators to engage in relational work that builds over time, regardless of which teleoperator is interacting with a user. First, PetTalk’s interface always looks the same – as a cartoon avatar – and sounds the same, through a voice synthesis of typed words. Second, the teleoperators build knowledge on a particular user in a way that is persistent and shareable between teleoperators. This is done through an interface that teleoperators can draw on and add to as they learn more about each user. Additionally, a log of interactions is associated with each user, so different teleoperators are able to revisit past interactions with others to provide a unified presence to a user (e.g. bringing up an event that had happened the previous day). As one example:

P10:   Hi there.
Teleoperator: How are you today?
P10:   Doing good.
Teleoperator: Good. How was the movie?
P10:   It was really, really good.

Here, the teleoperator is referring to a movie that the participant had mentioned to them in a previous session. It is unclear to whether it is the same teleoperator as before, or whether another teleoperator saw in a log that P10 had mentioned she would be going to a movie. With this design, a teleoperator should be able to maintain the continuous relationship the user has with the device, regardless of who the teleoperator is.

Participants bought into this unified presence to some extent. They discussed the ways that PetTalk remembered their interests from session to session. But, by the end of the study, many participants had successfully picked apart this idea of a single presence. Participants theorized about teleoperators, describing instances where they thought a teleoperator was tired because it was night time or "preoccupied" from talking to multiple people at the same time. Participants also theorized about the multiple teleoperators that they quickly realized were interacting with them, asking us about how many there were during interviews. At the exit interview, P9 said that she wanted to say bye to “each of them” – each of the teleoperators – and let them know how much she appreciated them. Participants deciphered and attributed interactions with teleoperators to specific individuals. Some participants described getting along better with some teleoperators than others. Asked about her opinion of PetTalk, P10 answered “that depended a lot on who was there.” She explained, “I’ve developed a relationship with maybe a couple of the people. I feel they really know me and care about me.” P9 described asking certain questions that she knew teleoperators would not answer in order to get to one of the teleoperators she actually wished to speak to. This fragmentation occurred despite the design elements that served to obscure differences between teleoperators: P8 said, “[It has] the mechanical voice that’s the same whether it’s morning, noon, or night. I soon learned to distinguish there were different people communicating to me, and that I could relate to one better than the other.” In this case, P8 referenced the sense of humor that she learned over time distinguished one teleoperator from the others. Past work has found that even when teleoperators are trained to respond in particular ways, they have their own style of interacting and quickly move off of standard scripts [51]. Here, we found that participants were able to detect these different styles and attempt to attribute them to particular teleoperators, even when the system design obscures these differences.

4.3 Pushing for symmetrical disclosure

PetTalk is designed to engage older people in a conversation that considers the older person’s needs, perspectives, and preferences. Though the conversations initiated by PetTalk teleoperators often involve personal questions, there is an imbalance in terms of what information is known by
whom. Teleoperators do not readily reveal personal information about themselves, and the unified personal presence, with a single avatar and synthesized voice, means that individuals need to work hard to tell differences between teleoperators. On the other hand, teleoperators can draw on logs and preference sheets filled out by others and continue asking questions about personal lives to gain knowledge about users. In contrast to the unified avatar users see, by default, the tablet’s camera and microphone transmits video and audio of users. Though some participants chose to block the video, teleoperators were still able to hear their voice, with all the individuality, inflections, and affect that the voice communicates. In contrast, teleoperators all get standardized to a single, unified voice.

Participants described the ways that teleoperators rarely revealed personal information, even though teleoperators asked personal questions of participants. For example, P9 explained that interactions were more of an interview than a conversation:

“The digital pet can’t really be a friend to me because the people that I talk to on the other end can’t tell me anything about their personal lives… When someone asks me a question, I answer the question. Then I ask back, ‘Well, how about you, and what do you do, and how do you feel, and what do you like?’ Well, that didn’t go over very big because they’re not supposed to tell me who they are, where they are, or what their family’s like, how many children they have, and all that.”

Participants discussed this imbalanced relationship as “one-sided” or with concern about the “direction” of the relationship [P7]. Prior work has pushed back on one-sided relationships that are designed into technologies for older adults – arguing that older adults may want to express as well as receive care in relationships with family members [32] as well as companionship technologies such as robotic pets [28]. Many participants in this study expressed dissatisfaction with this perceived imbalance in terms of disclosure – some participants began to resist answering questions and described holding back from developing relationship with PetTalk because of this. P1 said that she decided not to engage in personal question with her device because, “I can’t share with you my deep, inner experiences if you’re not sharing with me.”

Though PetTalk presents as an automated device, more in the realm of entertainment than caregiving, it does attempt to obscure a professional caregiving service. The aims of this service – to provide companionship and to ensure people are engaging in instrumental activities of daily living (e.g. taking medications, drinking enough water) – both require work on the part of older people. In particular, the form of companionship PetTalk offers requires older adults to disclose personal information without receiving value via reciprocal disclosure from teleoperators.

Participants mentioned wishing that teleoperators could interact differently, with P10 saying “I wish the person was able to share more of themselves with me.” These discussions – of what teleoperators are “allowed to share” [P10], “aren’t supposed to do” [P9], and what one “was able” to do when they were “on duty” [P8] shows that participants were aware of how the asymmetrical nature of the interactions was structured not necessarily by social norms or preferences of teleoperators, but by the design of the platform and the company’s business concept. With this understanding, participants pieced together what the workplace norms might be based on the persona that PetTalk presented and the interactions that they had with teleoperators. Some participants even mentioned questions that were “off limit[s]” that they avoided asking so as not to get teleoperators in trouble.

4.4 Working to build a relationship in one’s own home

Although PetTalk teleoperators did not share their deep, inner experiences, and did not answer all questions, they freely shared expressions typically used to indicate emotional closeness. During the first interview with P4, when we turned on the device for the first time, it almost immediately said “I love talking to you.” Participants mentioned in interviews that the device frequently said “I love you” to them as well. The interface design included elements that supported expressions of
love: the pet included few active features, and the pet was not able to do dog-like things like run around or sit on command – but it was able to send out cartoon hearts.

Responding to emotional entreaties and forming a relationship took work on the part of the participants. Several participants described other participants (who lived in the same building) who did a "better" job with the pets: asked how she felt about the device at the exit interview, P6 said:

“Well, I thought I could have done a better job of talking... There was one [participant in the study], especially. She’s always really interesting to talk to. She had the most fun with her [PetTalk], you know.... She’s very easy to talk to.”

P6 attributed better interactions to people who did good jobs of engaging the pets. This indicates that work – and skilled work – is necessary for a successful experience with this technology. In contrast to P6, P7 felt that she could put in the work necessary to have a positive interaction with PetTalk: “Yeah, my imagination works pretty well. I can have a connection with this thing here.”

Others described how they held back by choice, because of the energy it takes to form a relationship: P9 described how she was not interested in developing a relationship with PetTalk because she is “very choosy who I get into relationships of any kind with,” due to dealing with pain and having limited energy. Again, using PetTalk is not a passive reception of a home care technology, but an active interaction that required energy.

Having the technology in the home, as opposed to another setting, raised particular considerations for the work participants needed to do. P2, who ended the study early, said at the baseline interview that she was very happy being alone, and that “Where I can be myself is here,” referring to her home. She explained that having this device was a “threat,” because “They’re in my apartment, my precious, private apartment.” Though the relationship was mediated through a virtual device, this participant perceived the interaction as intrusive as a live person in their space might be. P8 spoke about how once, after a long day, she came home and PetTalk began interacting with her. She explained, “I’d just come home. It was a long day and afternoon, but I was gracious.” Remarkably, P8 felt the need to be gracious to the teleoperator, perhaps sustaining an interaction with the teleoperator when she would have been able to avoid other intrusions (e.g. not picking up a phone). Though care teams were trained to respond to social cues to end interactions, a teleoperator’s initiation of an interaction was sometimes an intrusion that required participants to manage how they came across, making sure that they did not hurt feelings or appear rude when ending an interaction.

This feeling of needing to be gracious was part of the relation work participants put in to the use of PetTalk. Though freely expressing positive emotions and care towards participants, PetTalk’s user interface was not actually designed to elicit care towards teleoperators themselves (or even much awareness of them). And yet, participants demonstrated thoughtfulness about the teleoperators in ways that were unexpected. Participants discussed an awareness of time differences and tried not to wake up the device when they assumed the teleoperators were sleeping, thought about teleoperators getting bored talking to them, and worried about getting the teleoperators in trouble with the company by convincing them to answer questions that they should not be answering. Though initially we assumed this guilt stemmed from not feeling they contributed enough to the research, some participants explained that this guilt partly came from a sense of ignoring the teleoperator or the device. Technologies designed for older adults are often built to be low- or no- maintenance – but participants in this study worked around the design of the system to find humans to care for.

5 LIMITATIONS

In some ways, the participants enrolled in this study were the ideal population for investigating aging in place technologies, as they are independently living in their own homes (in this case,
within an independent living community). However, there are other factors that limit the ways that some of these findings can be interpreted.

First, the data used for analysis comes entirely from interviews, and is not triangulated with other sources of data such as transcriptions of conversations with PetTalk. Particular dynamics and topics of conversation may have emerged from the frequency of interviewing and the fact that participants knew others who were in the study. Additionally, this application demands a fairly high level of engagement (i.e. verbal interaction multiple times a day), as opposed to previously studied systems such as sensors and ambient displays (e.g. [39]). It is possible that these factors contributed to and amplified the critical responses to the technology.

Additionally, even though this device is not marketed specifically to people with dementia, these kinds of reminders and check-ins are often targeted for people who begin to need assistance in completing instrumental activities of daily living such as managing medications. According to the screening instrument that was administered to participants in the study, it is possible that some participants had mild cognitive impairment. But, with the exception of one participant who dropped out of the study, all appeared to be able to interact with the device and more importantly, to perform many instrumental activities of daily living without use of the device. Similarly, participants did not appear to be socially isolated based on the scores of the Medical Outcomes Study-Social Support Survey. It is certainly possible that since participants didn’t have a real “need” for the device (though some found it useful), their negative reactions were due to a misfit between their needs and what the technology was offering. Additionally, past work has shown that individuals with cognitive impairment are willing to interact with robotic pets [6, 43], so it is possible that people with significant cognitive impairment might be more accepting of PetTalk.

Finally, the demographics of the participants are not representative of the general population. Participants were largely white, located in an urban area in the United States, and were all women. Across the lifespan, women have larger social networks than men [18] and consequently they may see less of a use for these devices than men do.

Given the limitations described above – in particular, the mismatch between the participants in this study and intended users of home care devices as individuals who are isolated and unable to independently engage in instrumental activities of daily living – we make no claim to a universal truth with these findings. Yet, we believe that this mismatch may have actually helped reveal several important but underexamined elements of remote systems providing care – primarily in terms of new ways of thinking about work in this context.

6 DISCUSSION

PetTalk is one example of many emerging platforms that envision the future of caregiving. Technological solutions for a caregiver shortage are being pushed by many different groups, including policy makers, start-ups, established technology companies, health care organizations, insurance companies, and researchers. Though a bit unusual in its specifics, PetTalk is similar to many visions of the future: supporting older adults in living independently through companionship and reminders, all enabled through a sociotechnical platform [23].

Past CSCW work has critically investigated this vision, finding that the near-elimination of human-labor promised by these technologies is not necessarily borne out in practice. These technologies actually rely on substantial and sophisticated work on the part of “unskilled” caregivers [48], and may transform what was once a welcome social interaction into caregiving work for family members [56]. In this paper, we present research on the experiences of those receiving care through a telecare platform. PetTalk’s vision of caregiving was resisted (e.g. a participant saving her energy for meaningful relationships), morphed (e.g. participants reaching through the interface to befriend teleoperators), and interrogated (e.g. participants piecing together teleoperator training). Imbalances that appear to have been assumed to be acceptable by PetTalk – for example, older adults answering intimate questions that teleoperators could not –
were seen as undesirable by participants. Below, we discuss relation work, political dimensions of this area, and implications for CSCW more broadly.

6.1 Relation Work

Edwards and Grinter discuss how domestic technologies like the washing machine were advertised as saving labor by reducing the amount of time it took to wash clothes [13]. However, these new technologies actually just shifted the burden of work. Increased social standards for hygiene that accompanied the introduction of these new technologies meant that people (usually women) had to engage in washing more clothes. With this anecdote, Edwards and Grinter advise us to respond to new smart home technologies by asking “Who will do that work and why?” [13].

As technologies for health care for older adults move into the home, we see that, despite popular discourse, care work is not eliminated by home care technologies – but rather shifted to older people and family caregivers (e.g. [47]). This shift changes not only who performs this work, but also the nature of the home, transforming it from a “bounded domestic territory” to “a suburb of the healthcare system itself” [5]. In examining the relation work of home care aids, CSCW research notes how a good homecare practitioner learns to treat the home as a safe haven [1]. Less discussed is how the home is transformed when older people must perform relation work to interact with companionship technologies being pushed into their homes. In this study, we see that participants feel the need to be gracious after a long day when PetTalk turns on to check in on them, answer questions that are a little too personal, think about whether it is late at night for a teleoperator on the other side of the world, and worry about whether their probing questions might get someone in trouble. Developing relationships through PetTalk was seen as work, with some describing it as too much to take on and others describing themselves as being less skilled at this work than others (as with the participant who thought her easy-to-talk-to neighbor was able to stir up more interesting conversations than her). As companionship technologies are seen as “solutions” for the problem of social isolation and moved into the home, it is important to recognize that companionship is not delivered to passive recipients, but relies on active participation of older people who have been “enrolled as unpaid workers in these extended and extending systems of practice” [5]. Given the way that older people in particular may be deemed “uncompliant” when they do not use health technologies, it is important to carefully consider how our technologies require people to put in certain kinds of work, and whether this work is welcome. Building on past work, one solution may be building in opportunities for creative misuse and non-use [35, 59], such as “do not disturb” modes that can be left on indefinitely.

Researchers point out a substantial gap between the vision of older adults’ homes instrumented with assisted living technologies and reality, where there has not been substantial uptake [24]. Current work often cites factors related to perceived usefulness [33, 34], expense [55], and lack of experience [10] as leading to abandonment or non-use. This work presents the additional factor of relation work to consider when designing technologies for individuals’ homes.

6.2 Political Dimensions of Home Care Technologies

Here, we introduce heteromation as a way to examine some of the values conveyed through and perpetuated by platforms such as PetTalk. Heteromation describes how computer-mediated networks organize low-paid and free labor to extract economic value for another party [17]. It is an increasingly common approach to the design of technological platforms that shifts away from automation (automation centers the machine and strives to remove human labor entirely) [14]. Platforms that can be considered to operate via heteromation, such as Mechanical Turk, Facebook, and ride-sharing platforms (e.g. Lyft), have been active areas of research in CSCW. The emphasis on labor and the political economy is what distinguishes heteromation from predominant ways of viewing modern technologies in CSCW and HCI (e.g. in terms of waves or paradigms) [14].
perspective is explicitly political, as it relies on and yields understandings of the ways that contemporary capitalism, income distribution, and technological developments intertwine [14].

The application of heteromation to technologies for aging in place can be made almost effortlessly. First, heteromation is tied to economic motivations [15]. Technology for older people, from telepresence robots to smart medication dispensers, are often posed as a way to reduce costs of care [57]. Opportunities for profit in the aging technology space are being eagerly pursued. Second, heteromation considers the ways that labor is coordinated through technological platforms, and how value is extracted from this coordination [14]. Though aging in place technologies are often framed as eliminating the work of humans (i.e. automation), they actually require significant work from paid and family caregivers as well as care recipients.

This second point – that seeing new technologies through the lens of heteromation helps us examine the labor that is coordinated (and then obscured) – is useful to examine the political dimensions of aging in place technologies. This study focuses on the experience of being cared for through a heteromation platform from the perspective of older adults, not caregivers – yet the configuration of caregivers becomes important to the story. With the device used in this study, we see how imbalances generated in offline labor relationships are replicated, if not compounded. We do not know many details of PetTalk’s labor force, but we do know that they reside in an Asian country with many English speakers. We can also guess that the motivation of employing these individuals over US-based workers stems, at least in part, from an attempt to cut costs. Past research found participants in the UK that were resistant to the idea of interacting with telecare operators from countries where English is not the first language [50]; we can see the ways that the design of PetTalk obscures cultural, racial, and ethnic differences between participants and caregivers. It does this in a number of ways: through a synthesized American accent, a Western-style cartoon, and teleoperators that answer questions about their geographic location evasively. Caregiving – in particular, work done by home care aides performing routine physical and emotional labor – is racialized and gendered [54]. Women of color, and immigrants in particular, are overrepresented in the population of caregivers – a job that receives low pay and sometimes places people in unsafe conditions. Past work has found that telecare systems replicate and reinforce gendered, racial, and classed divisions of labor [50]. What is happening with PetTalk is not new, but this platform does allow it to occur in different ways (e.g. from international workers rather than immigrants, in a way that obscures that the workers are not based in the United States).

As CSCW researchers become increasingly interested in understanding and addressing inequity (e.g. [12, 45]), heteromation can be a useful lens to look at not only home care but teleoperated technologies that provide social interaction more broadly. We can use this perspective to understand whose work new platforms are leveraging, how this work is obscured, who is compensated and how, and the imbalances that are created or perpetuated [15]. Indeed, heteromation is a natural topic for the CSCW community given that it involves the coordination of human labor through sociotechnical systems. By recasting different platforms of interest to CSCW as heteromation, we can extend past findings. For example, literature from gerontology theorizes that home care workers might find their work more rewarding and provide higher quality work if they had more authority, contact with supervisors, and information about clients [19]. Researcher can make links and build on other heteromation work to promote job satisfaction for remote care workers: for example, by borrowing from Irani and Silberman’s work on interrupting the invisibility of Amazon Mechanical Turk workers [26].

Further, as systems such as PetTalk move towards replacing people with AI in jobs deemed low skill (see section 6.3), we see a familiar story play out. In 1995, Muller et al. described the sophistication of the work of telephone operators (people who look up phone numbers in response to customer’s requests), and argued that they should be considered knowledge workers rather than unskilled intermediaries between humans and computers [37]. We can find other similarities: like home care, telephone operator work is gendered [36]. We may be able to see the future of telecare operators in the fact that despite the skill and value added by telephone operators, they have been largely been replaced by computational systems. Like previous work, we find that older people
value relationships built up over time with teleoperators [50]. We suggest pausing our development of AI-powered home care to understand the ways that these workers contribute real value that can work with, but not be entirely replaced by, AI.

6.3 Implications for Design

Technologies to support older people in aging in place is an active area in CSCW, likely in part because it involves networked individuals (e.g. paid caregivers, family members) and information (e.g. a/symmetrical communication, monitoring). We can also turn to this area of research to understand the kinds of technologies that are emerging to meet basic human needs, such as for companionship or to support everyday tasks, in ways that can prove insightful for the entire population. In particular, the ways that participants worked around and “misused” the service can provide us with information about what the actual utility of this type of system might be.

Past work has found that telecare operators circumvent procedures that are dictated by the service provider’s business model that misalign with the ways that technologies work in practice [35]. Here, people pushed teleoperators to go beyond their scripts so they could access more individual and personal – more human – dimensions. And yet, teleoperation is sometimes used as a method akin to Wizard of Oz, a stand-in until technology is advanced enough to take its place [42]. From reading press reports, it appears that PetTalk uses human teleoperators for this same reason, and that they intend to switch to entirely AI-operated avatars once it is feasible. Indeed, since the study ended, PetTalk has increased the number of scripted answers. Though we do not argue against the possibility of developing emotional connections to AI, we do believe that replacing humans with AI will prevent some of the rich human connections individuals had in this study, such as opportunities to care for teleoperators and learn about them and their worlds.

Though participants valued the human connections that they created through PetTalk and desired more symmetry, we do not think that the experience would have been more successful if participants could see and hear teleoperators (e.g. through two-way videoconferencing). The avatar, though problematic in some ways, may have helped people feel comfortable speaking to strangers, provided an element of consistency that avoided the need for constant introductions, and even introduced an element of intrigue in terms of who was on the other end. As researchers examine supporting volunteering with older people with dementia [22, 60] – and likely at some point virtual volunteering for social companionship for other populations – it is important to design for a balance between obfuscation or standardization and the emergence of individual quirks or interpersonal melding. Additionally, this study indicates that an approach that obscures but also reveals individual characteristics might be a promising direction for intergenerational platforms allowing cross-cultural connections between older and younger people (as well as other groups of people who may feel that they are different from each other).

Finally, a topic of interest to designers of robots and virtual agents is how particular interface designs cue the user to respond (through the lens of heteromation, we see this as the work that users must perform to make an interaction meaningful [16]). For example, Breazeal’s Kismet robot was designed to appear infant-like so that people would interact with it in a way that meets its limited capabilities [16]. In this study, people reported initially interacting with the device as a pet and then quickly realizing that pet-type interactions (e.g. petting, walking) were not actually supported by the system. Thus, the pet-like interface no longer served the purpose for which it may have originally been employed (e.g. to prevent people from asking questions one might ask of another human). Designers should be cautious in using “cute” or infant-like interfaces as AI-driven systems become increasingly sophisticated, as well as when human labor is employed.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined the use of a home care telehealth technology and the ways that the design of the system does not necessarily reconcile with the ways that it was used. The platformProceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 2, No. CSCW, Article 103, Publication date: November 2018
was designed to evoke certain types of work from participants – maintaining the illusion that they are interacting with a virtual pet, accepting a unified presence, responding to personal questions without receiving answers to them, and performing the work of building a relationship. Instead, participants rejected the idea of a pet, fragmented a unified presence, pushed for reciprocal relationships, and questioned whether they would actually like to put work into building a relationship. In other words, the technology is designed to mediate a particular relationship and elicit specific kinds of work – but participants pushed for a different kind of relationship with teleoperators, and did other kinds of work to get there. As technologies to provide social support enter our homes, we should carefully consider the kinds of work that these technologies require of their users.
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